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Abstract. Within a thermodynamical approach associated to the classical local state postulate, a constitutive 
macroscopic model, named RL model [1][2], has been built in order to predict the pseudoelastic behaviour of shape 
memory alloys (SMA). This behaviour occurs with a martensitic transformation. The volume fraction of martensite z 
is taken as internal variable and the evolution kinetics of z are derived from metallurgical considerations. In its 
existing form, the RLmodel is only valid for small strain ca1culations. In this paper, an extension is proposed for finite 
tranformations. Using a formulation in a rotating frame, the obtained model is closed form of the original one. For 
numerical calculations of NiTi thin films, a stress computation algorithm is also presented. It consists on two steps, 
the first one is an elastic prediction and the second, a possible pseudoelastic correction. The correction follows an 
implicit Euler-backward method. To ensure the convergence of the Newton scheme for FE simulation, a consistent 
tangent operator is used. The results obtained with the proposed approach are in good agreement with the 
experiments. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The thermomechanical behaviour of shape memory alloys is associated to a recoverable phase 
transformation between a parent phase: Austenite and a product phase: Martensite. This transformation 
occurs without any diffusion along an invariant plane (P). If we note ge the macroscopic displacement due 
to the phase transformation, ge (fig.1) is obtained from an axial deformation with respect to the 
perpendicular direction n to (P), and a shear deformation with respect to the parallel direction d. A vector 
attached to the plane (P) is neither deformed nor rotated. It preserves its initial lenght and its initial 
orientation. 
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Figure 1: The austenite ABCD is transformed into martensite ABC'D' 

This kind of transformation leads to great recoverable deformations in comparison with those 
developped by conventional metallic alloys. In general, the monocristallin SMA can support deformations 
of 10 %. In this paper, a kinematics model is proposed to study the SMA in finite deformations. Based on 
the theory of director frames of Mandel [3], this kinematics leads to the definition of a particular oriented 
configuration. In this configuration the thermodynamical approach remains consistent and a resulting 
objective constitutive model is of the form of the one developped in a small strain context [l]. To define an 
accurate and reliable stress computation algorithm taking into account of the specificity of the martensitic 
transformation within a finite element simulation, a numerical scheme including an elastic prediction and a 
pseudoelastic correction can be naturally used. The elastic prediction insures the incremental objectivity 
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and a second order accuracy. The correction stage is based on an Euler-backward method and leads to 
solve a non-linear equation using a local Newton method. Consistency and stability of the proposed 
scheme are insured. To preserve the convergence of the global Newton method, a consistent tangent 
operator is used for the calculations. A set of numerical results are presented in cases of the stretching of a 
bulky structure and NiTi thin films. The accuracy of the solutions and especially the good agreement with 
experimental results show the efficiency of the proposed approach. 

2. GEOMETRY AND KINEMATICS 

Based on Mandel's approach [3], the following decomposition of the deformation gradient F is introduced: 

The tensor FM is the gradient of the martensitic transformation from the initial configuration to a 
particular oriented configuration Cq. In this configuration, a triad of director vectors attached to the 
material substructure preserves its initial orientation in reference to a fixed cartesian coordinate system. To 
define the evolution of these vectors during the transformation, an orthogonal tensor q 
(qqT = I; detq = 1) is used; a new oriented configuration is then obtained from which a pure elastic 
deformation Ve is finally applied. In the case of SMA, a preferred director frame can be defined along the 
invariant plane (P). ~ u r i n ~  the phase transformation, a vector attached to (P) preserves its initial lenght 
and its initial orientation. 

Assuming that elastic strains are small (Ve = I + ee; lleell G l ) ,  the velocity gradient L = @F-' 
leads to the following decompositions of the strain rate tensor D and of the material spin tensor W: 

Dqee = ke + ee ( ~ q ~ )  - (qqT) ee represents the rotational derivative of with respect to the rotation q. 

Equation (2.a) expresses the additive partition of the strain rates in an elastic part De and in a part 
associated to the martensitic transformation . If these quantities are transported in the configuration Cq, we 
obtain: 

d T d T with 6; = -(q eeq) , dq = qTDq = -(q dq) and dy = qTDMq = d(qTdMq) . d and dM can be 
dt dt 

interpreted as strain tensors associated with the strain rates D and DM w i g  respect to the ration q. The 
equation (2.b) gives a relationship between the material spin W, the spin wM of the medium with respect 
to the director vectors and their spin qqT. That permits to take into account an oriented substructure. In the 
case of isotropic alloys, wM = 0 and qqT = W. We restrict our study to this case. 

3. CONSTITUTIVE MODEL 

We assume that the state of the material is completely definied in the configuration C b the temperature G" T, the volume fraction of martensite z and the elastic deformation tensor E; = q eeq. The elastic 
deformations are assumed to be the same for each phase. The specific free energy of the considered two- 
phases system is chosen in the following form: 



where z is the volume of the product phase (martensite) and (1-z) the volume of the parent phase 
(austenite). The quantity z ( l - z) @it (T) ($it (T) = U. - TSo; U. and i0 are constants) represents the 
interaction effects between the two phases, typically the incompatibilities between deformations. This 
quantity is equal to zero when we have one phase. The specific energy @, ( a  = 1,2) of each phase is given 
by: 

1 T 
0, (e;,T) = uOa - Ts + -ee: Ce: ce + C, (T  - To - TLn -) 

Oa 2p0 4 q To 

uo, is the internal energy and so, the entropy of the phase a at the reference temperature To. We assume 
that each phase has the same elastic constants represented by the fourth order tensor Ce, the same specific 
heat c, and the same mass density po. Using (5) in (4), we finally obtain: 

1 T 
@ (&;,T,z) = (uOl - TsOI) - z n f  + Ce:ee + C, (T -To - TLn -) + z ( l  - z) @it (T) (6) 

O 2Po 4 To 

(T) = (uol - uo2) - T (so, - sO2) = Au0 - TAsO constitutes the driving force of the martensitic 
transformation for a thermal action. 

To establish the state laws and to define the transition phase criterion, we work within the 
thermodynamic approach of the irreversible processes. Taking account of (2.a), (3) and (6), the Clausius- 
Duhem inequality takes the following form: 

s is the specific entropy of the system. We deduce: 

with: 

With electrical measurments "in situ" (giving the martensite fraction evolution) during pseudoelastic 
tensile tests, it has been established [4] the proportionality between the deformation dqM associated with 
the martensitic transformation and the volume fraction of martensite z. We use here this propriety between 
the rates: 

The fourth order tensor P is the deviatoric projection operator and y is the total pseudoelastic uniaxial 
strain obtained with tensile test. Using this relation in the dissipation (8.c), it comes: 
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nf (oq, T, z) = + poll: (T) -po ( l  - 2z) g,, is then the thermodynamical force of the phase 
transformation. This inequality leads to the following transformation conditions: 

To specify the kinetic equations of phase transformations we presume that there exists two functions v, 
(a = 1, 2) such that an active process of parent phase decomposition A -> M can proceed only when 
v1 = cte ( d y l  = 0) and an active process of martensite decomposition M -> A can proceed only if 
v2 = cte ( d y 2  = 0): 

v1 = nf ( a ,  T, Z) - k, (z) v2 = -nf ( 0  , T, z) +k2  (z) 
'l (13) 

For special choice of the functions k,(z), the classical relationships for transformation kinetics of 
metallurgists as in [51Bare recovered: 

M: and A: are, respectively, the temperatures of the martensitic and austenitic transformation start for 
o = 0. M: and A: are the same temperatures at the end of the transformations. 

4 

The consistency equations dv,  = 0 permit to obtain the kinetic equations: 

For isothermal pseudoelastic test (dT = O), the expression of nf gives: 

anf - anf akl  
--p - - H; asq p, az az 

with: 

H; = 2So (T - M:) + As0 260 22- 1 
+-(--Ln(l-z)) al  ( l - z )  al 2 ( 1 - z )  

at least: 

dZA+M = d6, 
POH; 

In the same way, we obtain 

with: 



4. STRESS CALCULATION ALGORITHM 

The simple form of constitutive equations written in the configuration Cq allows, within the scope of the 
incremental method, to calculate for each displacement increment Au the stress state in both steps. Firstly 
an elastic prediction step then a possible pseudoelastic correction one. 

4.1 Elastic prediction step 

In this first step, the behaviour is supposed to be elastic. The equation (8.a) is integrated over the time 
interval [tn,tn+ l] (subscripts n and n+l correspond to values at the beginning and at the end of the loading 
step under consideration) to give the tria1,stress state. Using the generalized mid-point rule, we obtain: 

(G ) trial = At = t n+ l  - tn 
9 n + l  (21) 

The components of At (dq) n + a  in the configuration Cq with reference to a rotating frame are those of 
AtD, +, (D is the strain rate tensor) with reference to the same frame in the intermediate configuration 
C, + ,. If we use a linear interpolation for the geometry, AtD, + , can be approximated by [6]: 

with: 
~ ~ + , = ( l - c c ) x ~ + a x ~ + ~  a ~ [ 0 , 1 1  

In particular, the value a = 1 /2 insure the incremental objectivity and a second order accuracy. 

4.2 Pseudoelastic correction step 

If the yield function (13.a) becomes positive or (13.b) negative after the prediction step, a correction is 
made from (2), (8.a) and (10) using an implicit Euler-backward method: 

Az is obtained from the non-linear equation (18) when A -> M or from (19) when M -> A. 

5. NUMERICAL RESULTS 

The proposed approach is used here to simulate the stretching of a NiTi alloy in the case of bulky structure 
and thin film [7]. The thermodynamical constants are given in table 1. The transformation temperatures of 
the considered alloy are A, = 262 OK and M, = 297 OK. The results obtained for a bulky structure are 
shown figure 2. It appears that the behaviour is well predicted in comparison with the experimental results. 
Meanwhile, the value of A, is not in agreement with the experiment. For thin films (thickness = 7.1 pm), 
the results of the simulation are shown figure 3. 
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Figure 2: Tensile test on a NiTi bulky structure 
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Figure 3: State diagram and tensile test on a NiTi thin film [7] 

6. CONCLUSION 

Within the developpement of a finite element code for the behaviour simulation of adaptive structures, an 
extension of RL model to the case of finite strains is proposed. The constitutive equations have the same 
form of those developped for small strain calculations. That leads to built a stress computation algorithm 
based on the predictor-corrector scheme combined with a local Newton method. The accuracy of the 
solutions and especially the good agreement with experimental results show the efficiency of the proposed 
approach. This approach is now used with a new class of shell elements [S] to simulate bending and 
bulging tests of NiTi thin films. The proposed stress calculation algorithm takes into account of the 
formulation of the shell elements and especially of the mixed interpolation used in order to avoid 
transverse shear locking. 
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